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Are you ready to arm the future leaders of your organisation with the powerful
knowledge that comes from world class executive education?
When selecting an executive education provider, it pays to be discerning. Investing in the
right choice will bring lasting benefits to your organisation. Astute organisations and business
professionals choose MBS Executive Education for its enduring reputation, academic rigour and
unique collaboration with the business community.

MBS is where the academic and business worlds come together
MBS is jointly owned and led by corporate Australia and the University of Melbourne. This
unique relationship enriches the programs we offer and firmly sets MBS apart. Our collaboration
with the business community equips participants with more than rigorous theoretical
knowledge. Our Board of leading business executives ensures our teaching reflects modern
business and prepares our participants for real-world application.
We select and attract the world’s leading academics
MBS attracts world leaders in their fields. We select academics for their expertise as scholars
and researchers, international standing and progressive teaching skills. Our academic leaders
are committed to lifelong learning and reflect leading thinking and practice in their teaching.
Open Programs
MBS Executive Education open programs enable busy executives to acquire powerful new
knowledge and skills relatively quickly. Our open programs cover a broad range of fields and
specific subject areas – all with a focus on pioneering research and business thought leadership.
Tailored Programs
MBS Executive Education can also tailor a program to address the particular learning needs of
your people. Providing benefits that extend beyond the classroom, your team will up-skill as
one cohesive group. They learn precisely what they need - at a time and place that suits you.
Your education consultant will help you carefully select the style and structure that’s right for
your organisation. And depending on your goals, we can also guide you on the most efficient
pathway towards a University of Melbourne accreditation.
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